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Backbone Network Design and Performance
Analysis: A Methodology for Packet

Switching Networks
CLYDE L. MONMA INo DIANE D. SHENG

Abstract-This paper describes a packet network design and analysis
(PANDA) model which captures the important features of different
packet technologies. This model evolved from many iterations with
technology developers and network planners over several years. The
main contribution is a methodology for designing low-cost backbone
packet networks with satisfactory performance which is both practical
and useful. This methodology is useful for investigating cost/perfor-
mance tradeoffs of various network capabilities and components, thus
providing a means for identifying potential cost and performance bot-
tlenecks for different packet technologies and to guide capability re-
quirements for new technologies.

I. INrnooucrroN
rflHIS paper describes a packet network design,and
I analysis (PANDA) model which captures the impor-

tant features of different packet switching technologies.
This model evolved from many interactions with technol-
ogy developers and networks planners over several years
and is parameterized to facilitate the studying of specific
network cost-performance tradeoffs or the assessment of
network alternatives. The main contribution of this paper
is a methodology for designing packet switching networks
and analyzing their performance. This methodology is
both practical and useful and has served as the basis of a
software package developed by the authors for studying
fundamental issues of large packet networks.

Fig. I illustrates the generic packet network considered
here. Users of the network can be "customers" (individ-
uals or groups) with dial-up or dedicated access capabil-
ities, such as business or residential terminals involved in
interactive processing. Also considered are high-traffic
users, collectively called "vendors," such as host prov-
iders of database services, gateways to other networks,
and users with high-speed direct access. The first point of
contact with the network for customers is through an ac-
cess interface. This interface performs traffic concentra-
tion, access-protocol-to-internal-network-protocol con-
version, and possibly other functions as well. Vendors
directly access the switches. A complete discussion of the
PANDA model assumptions and definitions of terms is
contained in Section II.
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Fig. l. The network environment.

We address the problem of designing minimum-cost
packet networks satisfying certain performance require-
ments, and we have chosen to use heuristic optimization
and approximate analysis methods for general networks
in order to find good design solutions for realistic models.
Previous work [1]-[6] 1) has made unrealistic assump-
tions such as exponential traffic flows in order to obtain
"exact" solutions quickly or 2) has used detailed, costly
simulations of small networks to characterize perfor-
mance. Indeed, actual simulations often reveal the inad-
equacies of exponential performance models; see, for ex-
ample, [7] and [8].

While making design decisions, our algorithm incor-
porates constraints reflecting the network performance re-
quirements since without such constraints, optimization
procedures would load network components to their full
capacities in order to minimize costs. These constraints,
however, are typically not enough to ensure the configu-
ration of a network that meets all end-to-end performance
requirements. The PANDA approach thus iterates be-
tween the solution of two subproblems, as shown in Fig.
2. In the optimal packet network design (OPND) subprob-
lem, low-cost network configurations are produced
through optimization procedures, and in the packet net-
work performance analysis (PNPA) subproblem, a de-
tailed analysis of the end-to-end performance of those net-
works is carried out. Network facilities which are
performance bottlenecks are identified, and if the network
performance requirements are not satisfied, such infor-
mation is used to adjust the performance constraints in-
corporated into the optimization procedures. The whole
process is repeated until a low-cost network configuration
satisfying all the requirements is found.

The OPND methodology configures backbone net-
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Fig. 2. Principal flowchart of the PANDA approach

works which minimize total switching and transmission
costs. The algorithm uses information describing tech-
nology costs and capacities, a projection of user traffic
demands, and certain design parameters. The four basic
design functions are as follows; see Fig. 2. First, the
number of switches required to carry the offered traffic is
estimated. Second, clusters of users are formed, one to be
assigned to each switch. Third, the number and type of
trunks required on each link of the network, and the size
of each switch, are determined. Finally, a specific switch
location is chosen for each cluster. In contrast to enumer-
ative approaches to finding optimal network designs, this
algorithm uses an iterative approach based on repeatedly
applying these four steps and converges to a "good" so-
lution quickly.

It should be noted that, while not addressed in this pa-
per, the design of the access portion of the network is also
an important task. The major design decisions are where
to locate the access interfaces, which customers to assign
to which access interfaces, and how to get the customer's
data to the access interfaces. Heuristic solution proce-
dures for local access optimization problems have also
been developed [9]-[14].

The PNPA algorithm analyzes network end-to-end per-
formance and identifies performance bottlenecks. This al-
gorithm evaluates end-to-end virtual-circuit blocking lev-
els for every pair of network users, and a distribution of
end-to-end message transport time for every user-to-user
pair and each grade-of-service class. Three kinds of cal-
culations are involved; see Fig. 2. First, an estimate of
the probability that a call setup between any pair of users
is blocked is constructed. The carried load between every
pairofusers and related occupancy figures at switches and
access interfaces are also calculated. Second, a character-
ization of the elapsed time encountered by packets in
transport from one edge of the network to the other is
formed. Finally, the percentage of traffic that must be re-

transmitted due to errors in transmission over network
links or excessive delay in transport is computed- The end-
to-end message transport time distributions are then con-
structed so as to account for retransmitted traffic'

In order for a network design methodology to be most
useful, any performance analysis must be convenient to
repetitive application. Therefore, in contrast to time-
consuming network simulations, the PNPA calculations
above are based on analytic formulas. These formulas are
derived from general queueing network theory and are
complex enough to capture the effects on network perfor-
mance of "bursty," correlated data traffic flow [15]-[19].
At the same time, however, they are simple enough to be
implemented in fast running code.

After one iteration of the PANDA methodology, any
PNPA-identified performance bottlenecks are used to up-
date OPND design parameters, and subsequent reappli-
cation of the OPND procedures produces a reconfigured
network which attempts to alleviate performance prob-
lems. Specifically, the design parameters updated are de-
rating factors which reduce the effective capacity of the
network's switches, trunks, and processing units for ter-
minating trunks. This forces the OPND engineering rules
to strategically place more equipment, resulting in an im-
provement in performance and an increase in cost. Thus,
PANDA iterations steer the solution towards satisfactory
performance while stil l focusing on cost minimization.

The rest of this paper describes the PANDA method-
ology in more detail. Section II gives a description of the
basic assumptions and definitions adopted. This includes
the network management rules, the access interface and
switch architectures, the network performance require-
ments, and the traffic models. Complete descriptions of
the OPND methods and the PNPA methods are given in

Sections III and IV, respectively' In Section V, we com-
ment on the usage of the PANDA software package. The
Appendix lists notation.

-I[. Mooel AssullprtoNs AND DerINtrtoNs

The three key PANDA modeling features are: l) the
problem addressed is the static design of a minimum-cost
packet network satisfying certain performance require-
ments; 2) switching costs dominate transmission costs in

the backbone network, and therefore, there is full inter-
connection among the backbone switches; and 3) in de-
signing the network, no consideration is given to the im-
plementation of specific flow control schemes. Network
performance is an equilibrium (steady-state) characteriza-
tion of performance, and buffers within access interfaces
and switches are modeled to have unlimited waiting space.

A. Network Management

It is assumed that the network adheres to the following
routing rules. l) All virtual circuits between any two cus-
tomers are set up along the "path(s) of least resistance,"
i.e., paths involving a minimal number of packet

switches. 2) Call setup is spread evenly across all least
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Fig. 3. General access interface/switch architecture.

resistance paths connecting any two customers through
load balancing techniques.

B. Network Components

We adopt a general processor-based architecture for the
access interfaces (AI) and the packet switches, as shown
in Fig. 3. The fixed part of the switch/Al consists of a
central processing unit (CPU), common memory, and an
internal switching fabric. Modular processing units ter-
minate trunks and are added as needed. Various trunk
types are used, each requiring a corresponding type of
processing unit. The capacity limitations are all in terms
of an average busy hour.

The CPU performs virtual call setup/teardown and ad-
ministrative functions, and its real-time capacity poten-
tially limits the overall call attempt rate. For the purposes
of this paper, we ignore any such limitation for an access
interface, and let .45 denote the number of call attempts
per second which is supportable by a switch. The com-
mon memory is used to store routing tables and other rel-
evant information for calls in progress, and so imposes a
limit on the number of simultaneous virtual circuits that
can be handled. Let Cn and C5 denote the virtual-circuit
capacity for an AI and switch, respectively.

Messages are formed into (one or more) packets at the
first network node. Packets then enter and leave the nodes
along a path through nodal processing units (NPU's). In
switching packets, each node may perform the following
functions: l) decide to which virtual call an arriving
packet belongs, 2) decide to which output transmission
facility the packet must be sent, 3) move the packet to the
designated outgoing processing unit, 4) hold the packet in
a queueing buffer until there is capacity available to trans-
mit it on the designated output facility, and 5) remove the
packet from the queueing buffer and transmit it serially on
the output facility. The internal switching fabric of an ac-
cess interface or switch imposes a limit on the overall no-
dal throughput (in terms of packets per second) and on the
number of NPU's one node can support. Let P5 denote
the total throughput capacity for a switch and Z5 the total
number of NPU's supportable by a switch. The NPU's
impose a local limit on throughput, call attempt rate, and
on the number of allowable terminations.
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The PANDA model considers transmission facilities of
different types where each type is identified by its trans-
port speed, virtual-circuit capacity, and error character-
istics. The NPU's within the switches are distinguished
by the type of transmission facilities they terminate. For
one trunk of the IIth type, let Cf, denote its virtual-circuit
capacity, Bf the speed (in bits per second), and us the bit
error rate (BER). It is assumed that the data transport
speed Bf is simultaneous in both directions. For an NPU
terminating type H transmission facilities, let A{, denote
the number of supportable call attempts per second, Pfl
its total throughput capacity, and Tfl its terminations ca-
pacity.

The major network costs which are considered are the
total fixed cost of each switch F5, a variable cost F7 which
depends on the number of NPU's of each type H within
each packet switch, and similarly, the fixed cost G1 for
an AI and the cost Gl for an AI processing unit of the
Ilth type. Also, there are transmission costs which are
given in terms of cost per mile Ff for one trunk of type
H.

Variation of all of the above capacity and cost param-
eters allows for the modeling of specific packet switching
technologies. (See [20] for a discussion of one such packet
technology.) Note that setting a capacity parameter to in-
finity corresponds to suppressing that particular capacity
constraint. For example, if there is no limit on the number
of simultaneous virtual circuits that a packet switch or a
trunk can support (see [21]), then C, : oo ?Dd CI : *
in the PANDA model.

C. Call Setup Blocking and Message Transport Time

When it is not possible to complete a virtual circuit
setup due to unavailability of shared network resources,
that request for call setup is blocked (lost without gener-
ating retrials) by the network. Call setup blocking occurs
between two customers when all the virtual circuits are
busy on any network component along the least resistance
routes connecting the customers.

The transport time of a message is defined to be the
elapsed time since the first bit of the message leaves the
transmitting customer until the last bit is ready for deliv-
ery to the receiving customer by the destination edge of
the network (i.e., the final node on the virtual-call path).
The main components of message transport time are
shown in Fig. 4. The message transport time can be di-
vided into two major components: the access time (AT)
it takes for the entire message to reach the sending edge
of a network and the network delay (ND) time it takes for
the message to go from the sending edge to the receiving
edge. Formally, ND is defined as the elapsed time since
the last bit of the message arrives at the sending edge of
the network until the last bit is ready for delivery by the
receiving edge of the network. (Note that the time to
traverse the outgoing loop from the network to the cus-
tomer is not included.)

As each packet of a message travels through the net-
work, it spends time within each of the AI's and switches
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Fig. 4. Basic components in message transpoft t ime

along its virtual-call path. At each node, the basic net-
work delay components for a packet are defined as fol-
lows: 1) processing delay (PD)-the elapsed time since
the last bit of the packet entered the node at an incoming
NPU until the first bit leaves the incoming NPU, 2) pro-
cessing time (PT)-the elapsed time since the first bit of
the packet left the incoming NPU until it enters an out-
going NPU, 3) queueing delay (QD)-the elapsed time
since the first bit of the packet entered the outgoing NPU
until the first bit is fed onto an output channel, and 4)
transmission delay (TD)-the elapsed time since the first
bit ofthe packet is fed onto the outgoing channel until the
last bit is fed onto the output channel. Thus, PD and PT
together correspond to the nodal time spent on functions
l)-3) in Section II-B, QD is the time spent on function
4), and TD is the time spent on function 5). (We are ex-
cluding consideration of propagation delay along network
links, i.e., approximately the distance traveled divided by
the speed of light.)

In analyzing the above delay components, two model-
ing assumptions are made about the AI's and switches: l)
each node uses a first-in first-out (FIFO) discipline in
moving packets from incoming to outgoing processing
units, and 2) each node has one dedicated, infinitely long
queueing buffer for each outgoing transmission facility.
As a result of the first assumption, the data sequence for
packets of the same message is preserved in transport
across the network. Therefore, the network delay of a
message is identically the network delay of the last packet
in the message. As is discussed in Section IV-B, the
PANDA methodology uses a characterization of the equi-
librium network delay for an arbitrary packet as a char-
acterization of the network delay for the last packet in a
message.

The evaluation of message transport times hinges on the
analysis of the individual components. Since transmission
facilities transport data at fixed speeds, message access
time is simply AT : message sizelaccess link speed.
Similarly, nodal transmission delay is TD : packet size/
outgoing channel speed. We use two parameters to char-
acteize the processing time within a node; one describes
the average rate of processing and one describes the vari-

ability (potentially zero) associated with the time to pro-
cess a packet. The parameters associated with an access
interface are An and VAn, the mean and variance of pro-
cessing time for an AI. Similarly, for a switch, they are
A5 and ZA5.

Nodal processing delay and queueing delay are more
complex. Both depend on the traffic carried by the node
and packet size distributions, as well as the load carried
by other nodes and transmission links in the network. In
Section IV, a methodology is presented for analyzing no-
dal processing and queueing delay throughout a packet
network.

D. Retransmissions

In this paper, we limit attention to message retransmis-
sion conducted on an edge-to-edge basis.r If an error is
detected in any packet, at the receiving edge, the entire
message is retransmitted over the entire virtual-call path.
Also, if a packet takes too much time to traverse its
virtual call paths, the entire message is again retransmit-
ted. It is assumed that for a transmission facility of the
I/th type, the probability of any bit being in error is equal
to thatlink's BER us, and a transmitted packet is consid-
ered to be in error if any one bit of the packet is in error.

E. Network Offered Trafic
The total busy-hour offered traffic is given on a point-

to-point basis in each direction between users. Actual
traffic loads on transmission links and nodes in the net-
work are derived from these traffic projections and spec-
ifications of how traffic is routed through the network.

Consider any two users i and j. The arrival of requests
for call setups from i to7 is modeled as a Poisson process
with mean rate tr.(i, j). The holding times of these calls
are assumed to be independently and identically distrib-
uted (i.i.d.) according to a general distribution with mean
F.; 

'(i 
, j ) . The total arrival stream of the packets for trans-

port from i to j on a call is modeled as a renewal process

'Of course, not all packet networks operate according to this restriction.
It is worth noting, however, that the general technique presented in Section
IV-C for analyzing retransmissions over every path through the network
can be similarly carried out for each individual link.
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with renewal-interval mean X1t(i, j ) and variance uo(f,
j). The size of the i-to-j packets is assumed to be i.i.d.
according to a general distribution with mean s(1,7 ) (in
bits) and variance u"(i, j ), and the size of t-to-j messages
i.i.d. according to a general distribution with mean S(r,

"r ) (in packets) and variance VsQ, j ).
With the Poisson model, one parameter-the average

call-attempt rate-leads to a complete description of the
interarrival distribution between call requests. For indi-
vidual digital services (e.g., electronic mail, energy man-
agement, and facsimile), the busy-hour average call-at-
tempt rate has also been used as a sole characterization of
the generation of setup requests [22]-[26]. A conse-
quence of assuming Poisson call-attempt arrivals is that
the level of blocking at individual network components
depends on the call holding-time distribution only through
its mean holding time. This is the familiar insensitivity
property associated with the Erlang loss formula. Projec-
tions of busy-hour call expected holding times for indi-
vidual services are also available 122l-1261.

General (non-Poisson) packet flow processes and gen-
eral (nongeometric) packet and message size distributions
were chosen to better capture the bursty nature of data
traffic and the variability (or complete absence of vari-
ability) in packet size allowed by some packet switching
technologies. Although the complete distributions rele-
vant to data communications traffic are not known, pro-
jections of the average message flow, the variance in in-
termessage intervals, the average message size, and the
variance in message size are available for some digital
services and data networks t22l-t261. From these, similar
statistics for packet flow and size can be derived for par-
ticular packet switching technologies. These projections
indicate that Poisson arrival processes and geometric mes-
sage size distributions are too restrictive for modeling the
flow of messages in packet networks. Hence, it is an im-
portant feature of the PANDA methodology that its per-
formance analysis incorporates general traffic arrival pro-
cesses and size distributions.

F. Network Performance Requirements

The two basic measures of network performance con-
sidered are the percentage of call requests which are
blocked by the network and the distribution of message
transport time across the network. The network perfor-
mance requirements are given separately for different cus-
tomer service classes. (From these, global network per-
formance objectives are derived, as discussed in Section
II-G.) Each customer service class has a characteristic
(loop) speed of access to the packet network Z. (in bits
per second) for a customer of the cth class. Also associ:
ated with each class are uc, the BER for its access loop
2", the average size of its messages (in bits per message),
and 7,, the time-out threshold for its messages. Any mes-
sages originated by a customer of the cth service class for
which message transport time exceeds I are retransmit-
ted. We assume that the proportion of customers for any
particular customer service class is the same at every ac-
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cess interface; let O. denote that proportion of customers
belonging to the cth customer service class.

The PANDA performance requirements are expressed
in the following quantitative terms: l) a maximum end-
to-end blocking ofB x 100 percent between any two cus-
tomers, 2) a maximum mean message transport time 6.
for an originating customer of the cth customer service
class, and 3) a maximum variance of message transport
time 7. for an originating customer of the cth customer
class. Note that the first requirement is identical for all
network customer service classes, and that there is one
second and third requirement for each customer service
class. The mean transport time objective 6. for a customer
service class is always less than the time-out threshold 7.,
and typically is less by at least three standard deviations
of the transport time objective. (That is, 6. + 3V?. .
Tr.)

G. The PANDA Design Objectives

In designing networks, the PANDA methodology uses
global objectives for call setup blocking from the sending
edge to the receiving edge of the network and for the net-
work delay of packets. Subsequently, individual blocking
and delay objectives for the network nodes and links are
allocated from these edge-to-edge objectives. We choose
these global network objectives as follows. Suppose that
the network customers include dial-up customers who
compete for access ports at the access interfaces, and that
the maximum blocking for access across all AI's is B,a. A
global network user-to-user blocking requirement B* is
assigned as Bx - 0 - 9n.Similarly, a global network
user-to-user mean message transport time requirement 6*
is constructed as 6* : min" (6. - EAT.) where the min-
imum is over all customer service classes and EAT. is the
mean access time for a message of the cth customer class.
For all messages originated by a class c customer, EAT.
is simply the message size for class c divided by its access
speed, i.e., EAT" : Z"lLr.

Nodal and link blocking objectives are derived by
equally allocating the global objective B* among the var-
ious network components which are finitely limited in the
number of simultaneous virtual circuits they can support
along each user-to-user route. That is, if C,a,^C5, and Cfl
are all finite, then a blocking objective of B: 0*17 is
assigned to each node and transmission link since there
are at most four nodes (2 AI's and 2 SW's) and three links
along any network route. For those network components
which are not finitely limited in the number of supportable
v i r t u a l c i r c u i t s , 0 : I .

For each node, we set one nodal delay objective for the
sum of the processing delay and processing time compo-
nents, and one for the sum of the queueing delay and
transmission delay components. In keeping with the de-
sign objective of minimizing costs, the allocation of these
nodal delay objectives is kept proportional to the relative
nodal component costs. The total nodal costs along any
user-to-user route is at most $$ : 2' Gt * 2' Gr + 2
' Fs * 2 ' Fr. For an access interface, the processing
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delay and time objective 6, is assigned as 6t : 2 ' GAI
$$ ' 6* and the queueing and transmission delay objective
as6f r  :  2  .  Gr l$$  .  6* .  Fora  swi tch ,  weuse63 :  Z '
F s l $ $ '  6 *  a n d 6 9 t  :  2 '  F r l $ $ '  6 * .

lI[. Opru'rel Pecrr,r Nerwonx DssrcN (OPND)
Mprnooor-ocY

In this section, we describe an approach for designing
backbone packet switching networks. Insights into the de-
sign problem based on examining a simple case of uni-
form traffic are obtained in Section III-A. These insights
motivate the four major steps of the OPND algorithm
which are then described in Sections III-B-III-E. The ap-
proach used in Section III-A also provides a means for
obtaining a rough estimate of total cast from the total of-
fered traffic.

A. Insights from Unifurm Trafic Case

We denote by t4 the traffi.c offered from user i to userj,
including ; : ;. We denote by c the overall capacity of a
packet switch and by d the capacity of a single processing
unit. (These traffic values and capacities can be thought
of as being in packets/second or call attempts/second.)
Other capacity parameters, such as number of termina-
tions, are not considered in this analysis unless explicitly
stated otherwise. Let S be the number of switches and
n the number of users. The total traffic offered is Z =
Ei=tDi=1 t,;. For the purposes of the present analysis, we
assume that each user is homed onto exactly one switch.

Traffic between users homed onto different switches
uses the capacity of both switches. A rough measure of
the number of switches S required to handle the total of-
fered traffic I can be obtained by estimating the propor-
tion p of the traffic that uses only one switch. The number
of switches is then estimated by the total effective traffic
divided by the switch capacity or S : (2(l - p)T + pT)l
c since the amount (l - p) Zis double switched while the
remainder is single switched. Therefore, [Z/c] < S <

l2Tlcl. ([.x] denotes the smallest integer at least as large
as.r.) The lower bound represents no double switching (p
: l), whereas the upper bound represents a homing ar-
rangement where all traffic is double switched (p : 0).

This argument can be used to estimate the number of
switches S required to handle unifurm traffic (i.e. , tij : t
= Tln" for all points i and j, including i : j) when the
network is balanced (i.e., an equal amount of traffic Z/S
is offered by the points homed onto each of the .S
switches). In this case, p : 1/S so that 5 = (2(1 - l/S) f
+ TIS)lc : (27 - TIS)lc. Solving for S yields S :

lTlc + .l@n - n"l. The numberof switches required
in a balanced network with uniform traffic is generally
closer to the upper bound than the lower bound on the
number of switches needed for general traffic, especially
as the load increases.

A balanced network provides good growth potential
since it maximizes the spare capacity of the switch with
the smallest spare capacity. Unbalanced networks maxi-

mize the overall spare capacity among all switches, but
they do so by having lots of spare capacity at only a few
switches and almost none at others.

For uniform traffic, minimum-cost networks will con-
sist of (S - 1) switches loaded as fully as possible and
one (possibly) underutilized switch. (Recall that the major
costs are for a switch and its processing units.) This cer-
tainly results in the fewest number of switches required
and also minimizes the total number of NPU's. The num-
ber of NPU's depends on the total effective traffic as seen
by all switches in the network, with double-switched
traffic counted twice. Thus, relying on cost considerations
alone during network optimization can result in unbal-
anced networks with heavily loaded switches and under-
utilized ones. In practice, however, such networks may
not be very attractive, as they provide little flexibility for
growth in traffic demands.

Another implication is that there is no cost savings ob-
tained by placing an additional switch above the minimum
number necessary to carry the offered traffic. This follows
from the fact that no reduction in NPU's (the other major
cost component) can be obtained in this way due to the
lack of any communities of interest among the users.

The preceding analysis provides a means of obtaining
a rough estimate of the network cost given only the total
offered traffic level I. By assuming that the traffic is uni-
form and balanced, the number of switches and the num-
ber of NPU's can be estimated from the intraswitch and
interswitch traffic. By taking an average access and inter-
switch link length based on the user locations, the trans-
mission facility costs can also be estimated.

An important insight is the importance of considering
balanced versus unbalanced networks from the standpoint
of switch and NPU costs. Also, the user and switch lo-
cations directly affect the total transmission facility mile-
age costs. Finally, we note that uniform traffic does not
account for communities of interest which may exist
amorig the users. A good design algorithm must also try
to make use of these patterns to efficiently build networks.

B. Estimating the Number of Switches

Each user i has a homing option O; which specifies
whether the user is required to be homed onto all switches,
exactly one switch, or any subset of switches. Initially,
each user i with Oi : "subset" is homed to one switch
if its traffic level is relatively low and is homed to all
switches if its traffic level is relatively high. We let TA
denote the total throughput traffic, i.e., TA: Dl:r Ei=t
't\p(i, 

i ) and we let TB denote the total throughput traffic
involving users initially homed to exactly one switch.

The estimate we derive for the number of switches S
needed to carry the total throughput traffic is similar to
that derived in Section III-A. That is, we assume that the
traffic TB is spread uniformly among the users and that
the users are balanced over the switches. The effective
capacity of a switch depends on the throughput capacity
(P5), the derating factor (/ps), and the traffic (TA - TB)
generated by the users homed to all switches and is given

951
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by6s . P, - (TA - TB)IS where the numberof switches
S is to be determined. Now, as in Section III-A. the ef-
fective traffic involving users homed to exactly one switch
is given by TB(2 - 1/S). The number of switches S is
obtained by setting S equal to the effective traffic divided
by the effective capacity. Thus, solving a simple quad-
ratic equation and rounding up to an integer, we obtain

2 '  f rs '  Ps

( 3 . 1 )

We note that we have determined only the number of
switches at this point. Section III-C determines the hom-
ing pattern of users to the S switches and Section III-E
assigns locations to the switches after the network is con-
structed.

C. Homing Users to Switches
The approach we take is to cluster the users into S clus-

ters according to certain measures of "goodness of fit"
based on the ideas of balanced and unbalanced networks.
geographical locations, and community of interest as de-
scribed in Section III-A. Before describing the clustering
approach, we introduce five measures for how well a user
i fits into a cluster s.

The unbalanced network measure MgG, s) seeks to fa-
vor assigning user i to a cluster s which is most heavily
loaded in terms of throughput in order to maintain as un-
balanced a network as possible. Specifically, we have
Mry(i, s) : Ur($lfuu(i) where Zs iJthe set of users cur-
rently in cluster-s, Uo(s) is the throughput utilization of
cluster s, and Mu@': maxr U"(s). We note that this
measure, and all others, is normalized to be between zero
and one with a larger value interpreted as being better.

The balanced network measure Ms(i, s) seeks to favor
assigning a user i to a cluster s which is least heavily
loaded in order to maintain as balanced a network as pos-
sible, i.e., Ms(i, s) : tt 'tr1t1lur(s) where drli; : min"
Ur(s). The balanced and unbalanced measures attempt to
capture the issues raised in Section III-A to see what added
costs are incurred by maintaining balanced networks. We
note that these measures depend only on the cluster s and
are independent of the user i.

The community of interest measure M,(i, s) attempts to
form clusters of users which collectively send each other
more traffic than other subsets of users. This should re-
duce double-switched traffic and hence reduce cost. We
accomplish this by computing the average traffic a user i
communicates with other users in a cluster.i, i.e.,

M"(i, s) = .I (\p(t,,/) + rpu, t)xlz"l . ti l,(i))
jeLs

(3.2)

where M,1iS : max, E7.rr(trp(i, j) + \p("1, t))/ lZ,l).
The geographical measure M6Q, s) attempts to form

clusters of users which are geographically near one an-
other to reduce the cost of transmission facilities. We ac-

s : I l

complish this by computing the weighted center of mass
(t", t ) for each cluster s and using the distance to the user
i location (xi, yi).The center of mass is weighted by the
total throughput traffic \p(j) - EX:r (trp(i, t) + \p
(k, i)) generated by a userj in cluster s. So we have thai
M6g,s) :  mtuoq where , , , :
Dj.r" \o 1i)xil\ers trp(i),1 : D;eLs lro(j)t1/Di.L, \p(j),

anafuo61:maxrff i
The final measure is the random measure Mp(i, s) which

assigns a random number drawn uniformly between zero
and one independently of the user i and the cluster s. This
measure is used to break ties and also to introduce new
solutions to the process.

Each of these measures has a relative weight or impor-
tance Wu, Wa, Wc, W6, and l/p, respectively. A cumu-
lative weighted measure of goodness for assigning user I
to cluster s is given by M(i, s) : Wu . Mu(i, s) * WB .
M6Q, s) *  Wc .  Ms(i ,  s) *  Wc. Mc(i ,  s) *  Wp. Mp
(i, s). We now describe the procedure used to home users
to switches.

Initially, we have an estimate for the number of
switches ̂9 with some users already homed to all switches.
The remaining users are to be homed to a single switch
each. The number of possible configurations is quite large
even for a relatively small number of users and switches.
The approach taken is to order the remaining users ac-
cording to importance, e.g., from largest throughput \, (d)
user to smallest, and sequentially assigning each user l',
in turn, to a feasible cluster s which maximizes M(i, s).
By feasible we mean that the total throughput utilization
Uo(s) and call attempt utilization U"(s) for cluster s does
not exceed the corresponding effective switch capacities.

Upon assigning the remaining users, we have an initial
cluster built up according to the cumulative weighted
measure M. We note that at the time user i is assigned,
the weighted measures only reflect the users assigned be-
fore user i. In order to overcome any startup bias, we next
attempt to adjust the clusters by rehoming users.

The basic step in the rehoming process is to consider
each user i, currently assigned to the single cluster.s;, and
to find the cluster si which now maximizes M(i, s!).
Among all users, find the user i which maximizes the re-
homing improvement M(i, si) - M(i, s;). This provides
a user i which would best benefit from rehoming. If all
M(i, si) - M(i, si) : 0, then all users are currently as-
signed to the "best" cluster and we are done. If. on the
other hand, there is a position improvement, we want to
consider rehoming user i from cluster s; to cluster sj. If
user i can be feasibly assigned to cluster sj, then we do
so. If not, we find a user ft, currently in cluster sj, which
can be feasibly exchanged with user i and which gives the
maximum (positive) exchange improvement M(i, si) -
M(i, s;) + M(k, s;) - M(k, sj). If no such user /< can be
found, then another user maximizing the rehoming im-
provement is considered for rehoming. This basic step is
repeated a fixed number of times to make up one iteration.
If, after an iteration, the resultant network has a smaller
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cost than the network at the previous iteration, then we
repeat an iteration. This continues until there is no cost

improvement after an iteration.
Recall that certain users i have a homing option Ot

which allows belonging to any subset of clusters. The fi-

nal step of the homing process adds a user (which initially
appearbd in only one cluster) to other potentially benefi-
cial clusters or removes a user (which initially appeared
in all cluster) from relatively unimportant clusters. Again,
the measure of importance used to select the potential

clusters to add or drop is the cumulative weighted mea-

sure for user i to belong to cluster s. A user is actually
added or dropped only if it results in a cost improvement'

Upon the completion of the steps outlined in this sec-

tion, we have a desirdd clustering that seeks to minimize

total switching and transmission costs through a weighted
measure. This homing pattern together with the routing

rules described in Section II-A determine the throughput
and call-attempt utilization levels on a link from user i to

switch s ({Jo(i, s), Ue(i, s)), on a link between switches

s1 and s' 1uoGr, sz), (Je(sr, sz ))' and at a switch s (uo (s)'

UeGD. These values are used in Section III-D to engineer
the transmission facilities on each link and the NPU's at
each switch.

D. Engineering Trunks and Switches

In section III-Dl), we describe the rules used to engi-

neer the number of trunks on each access link from user

i to switch s, (Ri"), and each interswitch link between

switches s1 and sz, (R,r,z). One type of trunk is chosen for

all access interface users to switches (type H1), one type

for all vendor users to switches (type Hv), and one type

for all interswitch links (type I/"). Section III-D2)

describes how the number of NPU's is determined at each

switch.
The number of access NPU's (lgir') at switch s can be

obtained by looking at the access throughput traffic (Uo

(i, s)), call-attempt traffic (U,4(i, s)), and number ."f 1fr;
cess trunks (R;"), dividing by the effective capacities/iff'
. P?, fli, ' efi, andfffi ' R?, respectively, and tak-
ine the maximum rounded up to the nearest integer' That

i.Iluf' : max ID^ti Up(i, s)l(fFit ' Pi,n), Ds1; Ur(i, s)l

UIi' ' AXI), Do, Rul(fK' niult' A similar expression

"un t" derived for vendor NPU's by replacing Hv for H1

and summing over all vendors i rather than AI's i'

l) Engineering Transmission Facilities: Fot a given

transmission facility type, engineering any particular link

is handled by determining the minimal number of trunks

needed such that acceptable performance on that link is

provided. Two measures of link performance are consid-

ered: the blocking of virtual circuit setup across that link

and the expected delay encountered in the transport of

packets acrbss the link in each direction. AcceptablTer-

io.-un"" is specified by the blocking objective of 0 for

all links and the queueing-and-transmission delay objec-

tives of 6fr and 6$r for access and interswitch links, re-

spectively; see Section II-G.

Consider the access link from user i to switch s. The
number of trunks of type I/ needed so as to satisfy the link
blocking objective nbri is calculated through use of the
standard Erlang blocking model MlGlNlN [16]' The call
arr ival  rate in the model is \"  :  D [X"( i , i )  + \ . ( i '  t ) ]
' n(i, j, s)ln(i,j) where the summation is over all users j

such that i and j communicate via switch s and where n
(1, j) and n(i, j, s) denote, respectively,'the number of
(least resistant) paths between i and j and the number of
paths between i and j via s. The mean holding time is
p ; t  where  p . , t  :  (1 / \ . )  t  [ \ " ( i ,  i ) lp , ( i , i )  +  X ' ( j ,  t ) /

t t "( j ,  i ) \ '  n( i ,  j ,  s) ln( i , j )  and the summation is as be-

f.t". ftrl Erlang loss formula B(N, a) : 1qN/M;/Dr{:o
(c"ititl with N : Cf, and a : lt,lp., is then the call block-
ing irobability for the link. We determine RIH by first

nn'aing N* : min {N > 0: B(N, o) ' 0 } ana then sim-
ply dividins by the virtual circuit capacity of a trunk and
iounding uf, Rlo : lN*lCHf .

We follow an iterative procedure to calculate N*, but
instead of cumbersome numerical calculation of B(N, o)
we use asymptotic and approximate representations [17]
which result in rapid approximation of B(N, a) even for
very large N. These representations, however' do not yield

approximations of arbitrarily high accuracy. Instead, their

aicuracy depends on the specific values ofN and o where

it is their relative size c : cv - N/VN which is important'
For the large values of N and cu relevant to the PANDA
model, these approximations to B(N, a) are within five
percent accuracy [17].

To calculate N*: 1) set Nupp : ct * cspp Vcv:s alt

upper bound for N*, 2) set Nlsw : a * c1e1ry Vcu as a
lower bound for N*, and 3) iteratively search for N* e

[Nrow, Nupp] such that

f - a"k\1-t a
B(N*, cv) -  la6(c) VN* * a1@) + El :  IJ'  l  ' "  v N * l

(3 .3 )

wherec is defined as before. The coefficients 40(c), at(c),

and a2(c) are found through interpolation of Table I in

Jagerman [17]. Solving for N as a function of c leads to

taking Nupp and Ns6yy in the forms indicated above as

bounds on N* where the coefficients cgpp and csevv are de-
pendent on the desired link blocking level 0 and offered

load cv. For large data networks where the relevant ranges

of o and g * may be as large as [200, 15 000] and [0'001'
0.051, respectively, cupp : 2 and clow : 0 should be

used in the above Procedure.
The number of trunks of type I/ needed to satisfy the

access link delay objective n{H is calculated through use

of a queueing delay model in which the "customers'r are

the packets arriving for transport across the link and "ser-

vice time" is the transmission time. In particular' a sys-

tem of N parallel general single-server queues GIlGlllo

is used to model a link comprised of N trunks. The arrival
process in the user-i-to-switch-s model is a renewal pro-

cess with rate tr : D; \r(i, j) ' n(i, j, s)ln(i,i) and re-

newal-interval varian-ce 1. It is assumed that the average
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arrival rate to each individual queue is \/N. The service
times at each of the individual queues are i.i.d. with mean
tength  p- t  :  ( l lBb  D j  ( t rp ( i , i ) / x )  '  s ( i , / )  '  n ( i ,  j ,  s ) l
n(i, j) and variance

t  . . ^  _
n : lOl(BF)') ) (xp(t, i)/tr) '  (n(i, i , s)ln(i, i))

I J

.  [u,( i ,  j )  + s2( i ,  j ) ]  |  -  io lp)2.

Thus, Rflfl is the minimal number N such that the mean
waiting time spent in each of the N parallel GllGlllo
queues representing i-to-s transport and each ofthe Npar-
allel queues representing s-to-i transport is less than the
objective 6fr.

The above system of N parallel, single-server queues
was chosen over a system of one N-server queue as the
model to analyze each direction of the transmission link
so as to better capture the nature of virtual-call packet
switching. Once a call has been set up across a transmis-
sion link, a specific trunk on that link has been designated
for transporting all the packets involved in that call.

Exact solutions for the steady-state behaviot of GIIGI
1/o queues do not exist; however, approximations are
available. The approximation used here [18], [19] for the
mean waiting time (before service begins) for each GIIGI
1/o queue above is

EW - .. o , l'j+4|su., c?,, c?) (3.4)
\ t - p ) p L  z  J

where p : \lNp., c?: )tzl is the squared coefficient of
variation for interarrivals, cl : Lt2n is the squared coef-
ficient of variation for service, and

8(x,v,o:f".ol-"*h+] i f  v< I
[ t  i f  y > 1 .

For the sake of computational expediency, the PANDA
methods use the same "average" variance parameter 1
for both directions across all access links. That global

average for all user-to-user pairs is determined by

t +  + \ P ( t " / ) [ - . , '  "  ,  (  I  \ 2 1
'v:  

L, | ,  ,4, ;  [uo( i ' j ) .  ( \u, l /  . l

-(,i f,ry)')
where TA is. as before, the network's total throughput
traffic.

For the user-i-to-switch-s direction, let NI : min {N
> 0: EW = 69'\. The solution for Nff is found by itei-

ating on values for N and repeatedly evaluating Ey'"TX.

procedure is: 1) set Nupp : ),/p + (X'7 * trp'q)l2p'6fl'

as an upper bound for N, 2) set N1o1v : X/p as a lower

bound for N, and 3) iteratively search for N e [Nrow,
Nuppl such that EW : 69' where EW iscalculated by the

apfioximation (3.4). Similarly, N;t i. found for the

swit"h-s-to-user-i direction. The access link delay objec-

tive is then satisfied at R!! : max {N,T' NJ } and the total
number of trunks of type 11 needed is Rf = max {R!,',
R * ' ) .

Application of the two procedures above also produces
Rfl,"r, the minimal number of type Fl trunks needed be-
tween switch s1 and switch s2. Determining the final num-
ber of trunks on each access link R1, and each interswitch
link R,,,, is handled by optimizing over the different types

of transmission facilities. All access links and interswitch
links are engineered for each type H; and final selection
of the type to link access interfaces to switches Hn, the

type to link vendors to switches Hy, and the type to link
switches I15 is made so as to minimize total link costs.

2) Switch Engineering: The NPU's at a particular

switch s are treated as a pool of resources' That is, the
process of assigning individual trunks to specific NPU's
is not considered. Rather, the total usage on all trunks is

compared to the NPU capacities to determine the number
of NPU's needed. Recall that NPU's are of type Hn, Hv,

and I15 for access interface trunks, vendor trunks, and in-
terswiich trunks, respectively. We wish to compute Nf',
Nfn, and Nfs, the number of NPU's of each type at each
switch. For interswitch NPU's,

N3, : -* L? uo(s, sr lfCF*. pf,'),

? u,(r, ,tf<fiX ' 'tf,\,X n,,lfff, Rf,')l
and similar computations determine N!" and Nf".

Finally, we note that if the total number of NPU's at

anv switch s exceeds the switch capacity, i.e', N5 (

rP + Nf' + Nf', then the solution is infeasible and the

OPND algorithm starts anew to reconfigure another net-

work with (S + l) switches.

E. Locating Switches

Having determined the number 5 of switches (Section

III-B), the clustering of users into S groups (Section III-
C), and the number and type of trunks and NPU's (Sec-

tion III-D), the final OPND step is to choose a switch
location for the users in each cluster to be homed to' The
cost consideration here is to minimize total mileage costs.
Generally, the access trunk costs will tend to dominate
the interswitch trunk costs. As a result, we choose to lo-
cate a switch at a feasible site closest to the center of mass

Fr, %) of the users in a cluster s. Specifically, we weigh
the (x, y) location of each user by the number of access
trunks R;, between the user i and cluster s. Thus, f, :

E;61" R;5x;/Eret5 Rds and 1 : Et€L, R,ritlD,el" R,r' This tends
to move the switch location closer to larger users, thus
reducing transmission costs.

IV. Pecrer Nr,rwonx Penronuexce ANeI-vsIs
(PNPA) MerHonolocv

In this section, we describe in detail a methodology for
evaluating the performance of packet networks. The three
major steps of the analysis are: l) to estimate call block-

(3.5)
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ing for any particular pair of customers, 2) to characterize
the network transport time for packets, and 3) to measure
the impact of retransmitted traffic and incorporate the re-
sults in the construction of message transport time distri-
butions for every pair of network customers. Sections
IV-A-IV-C describe these PNPA steps, respectively.

A. End+o-End Call Blocking
Consider any two network users i and7, and let b(i, j)

denote their end-to-end blocking level. Once having cal-
culated blocking levels for all pairs of users, they can be
checked against the network blocking requirement 0, i.e. ,
b( i , i )  -  P .

As a result of the network routing rules used in the
PANDA model, b(i,7) is the average of end-to-end block-
ing over all paths of least resistance connecting i and j.
That is, b(i, i) : Dbfiln(i,7) where bf, is the blocking
between users i and 7 over specific path p and where the
summation is over all n(i, j) i-to-j paths p. The blocking
bPu is evaluated in terms of the blocking levels at the in-
dividual components along the path. The component
blocking levels are calculated for each AI, switch, and
transmission link which is finitely limited in its number
of supportable virtual circuits through application of the
MlGlNlN queueing model [6] described in Section III-
Dl). For each AI, N : Ce and for each switch, N : Cs.
For each transmission link made up of z trunks of type
H, N : m ' CH. A component's call setup arrival rate and
the mean call duration times are determined by averaging,
as weighted by traffic usage, the user-to-user arrival rates
and holding times across all user pairs with a path utiliz-
ing that component.

Let b1, br, ' ' ' , D. denote the blocking levels for the
individual network component, where the AI's, switches,
and transmission links have been arbitrarily numbered l,
2, ' ' ' , e. (For those components with infinite virtual
circuit capacity, b* : 0.) End-to-end blocking between
users i andj over a specific pathp is then standardly eval-
uated as boi:  |  -  I I l=r (1 -  bN,) t l : : r  (1 -  b7,) ,  in
which N,, '' ' , Nn are the component numbers of the
processing nodes and Lr, ' ' ' , L1 ?rE the component
numbers of the transmission links on that path through the
network. Note that in using the above procedure to cal-
culate component and end-to-end blocking levels, sto-
chastic independence between network components is as-
sumed. That is, each component has been assigned a
blocking level that is independent of the blocking levels
at all other components in the network. Additionally, each
individual component has been assigned an offered load
which is a direct mix of the original user-to-user offered
traffic levels, and not a mix of the actual carried loads at
neighboring network components. That this procedure for
evaluating end-to-end blocking is conservative, i.e.,
overestimates b(i, j), has recently been shown by Whitt
1271.
B. Nework Packet Transport Time

As discussed in Section II-C and illustrated in Fig. 4,
message transport time is the sum of the access time (AT)

for the message and the network delay of the last packet
in the message. Furthermore, the network delay of the
message's last packet is the sum of the various processing
delays (PD), processing times (PT), queueing delays
(QD), and transmission delays (TD) seen by this last
packet as it is transported across the network. The PNPA
procedure for calculating the distribution F4.(r) of mes-
sage transport time from user i to userT for an originating
customer of service class c is basically as follows: l)
Evaluate all PD, PT, QD, and TD components in the
packet network for their steady-state characterizations, 2)
for each least resistant path p connecting i and7, approx-
imarc FPijG), the network delay of the last packet in an i-
to-"/ message over p, by the sum of PD, PT, QD, and TD
components along p, 3) calculate F,;(r), the network de-
lay distribution from i to j, 4) note that for all messages
originated by service class c, AT is simply class c's mes-
sage size divided by its speedl AT. = Z,lL,,5) finally,
Fu"(r - AT.).

Once having constructed Fij,Q), its mean is checked
against 6., the cth class' mean message transport time re-
quirements. The variance of the Fa.(r) distribution is
checked against the variance requirement 6..

Implicit in step 2) above is the assumption that the net-
work delay for the last packet in a message is approxi-
mated by the distribution of the network delay of an ar-
bitrary packet. If messages contain a geometrically
distributed number of packets, then these two distribu-
tions indeed coincide under FIFO switching [28]. If the
number of packets in a message follows some other dis-
tribution, then a stochastic ordering of the delay distri-
bution for the last packet in a message and the delay dis-
tribution for an arbitrary packet may exist [29]. Therefore,
alternative approximations to the delay distributions for
the last packet in a message might be constructed by ap-
propriately inflating or deflating the delay distributions for
an arbitrary packet, depending on the message-size dis-
tributions. Construction of the network delay distribu-
tions for specific paths is discussed in Section IV- B5).

The most critical and computationally intensive task in
the above is step l). This is accomplished through appli-
cation of an open network-of-general-queues model, as
discussed in Section IV-Bl) below. Approximate solu-
tions for the steady-state behavior of such general
queueing networks provide the evaluation of the packet
network delay components. It is not possible, however,
to obtain solutions for very large queueing networks;
therefore, further network decomposition is needed. An
efficient decomposition method corresponds to decompos-
ing the packet network into its different levels of concen-
tration and subsequently evaluating the individual PT,
PD, OD, and TD components for each level of the net-
work separately, as discussed in Sections IV-B2)-IV-
B 4). First, the delay components for the network's access
portion corresponding to the transport of traffic directly
between AI's and from the users to the switches are ana-
lyzed. Second, the delay components for the backbone
switching portion are analyzed, using the results of the

9) )
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access portion analysis to characterize the arrival of traffic
to the backbone network. Third, the delay components for
the access portion corresponding to the transport of traffic
from the switches to the AI's and vendors are analyzed,
again incorporating the results of the previous analyses.

I) The PNPA Open Network-of-Queues Model: To
capture the network effects of packet transport time along
any path through the network, the entire packet network
configuration is modeled as an open network of GIIGI
l/@ queues. In this network of queues, there is one
queueing station for each AI and switching node in the
packet network and one for each output trunk at every AI
and switching node. An explicit illustration of the net-
work of queues corresponding to the small network pic-
tured in Fig. 5(a) is given in Fig. 5(b), which we now
explain.

These queueing stations which represent interfaces and
switches are called "processing" P stations, while those
which represent output channels are called "transmis-

sion" Z stations. Nodal transmission delay in the packet
network is then the service time associated with the I sta-
tions in the network of queues. Nodal queueing delay is
the time spent waiting for service by a customer at the Z
stations in the network of queues. Nodal processing time

. is the service time associated with the P stations and nodal
processing delay is the time spent waiting for service at
the P stations.

In Fig. 5(b), the labeled circles symbolize the different
queueing stations in the network of queues. We denote by
X the queueing station corresponding to the processing
node. We denote by XYthe queueing stations correspond-
ing to the holding buffer at node X for the trunk from X
to y. The subscript m in XY^ denotes the holding buffer
for the mth trunk from X to Y. The directed arcs connect-
ing the queueing stations represent the flow of packets
between nodal processors and holding buffers. Note that
there are four queueing stations associated with the two
trunks between switches A and C.

By evaluating the probability distribution of the total
time a customer spends in the PNPA network of queues
(sojourn time), distributions for network packet transport
time are estimated. To date, complete analytical solutions
for the steady-state behavior of such general queueing
networks do not exist. However, good approximations are
available. The PNPA algorithm uses the QNA approxi-
mation t181, t30l which, because of its noniterative al-
gorithmic approach, is computationally fast running.
Other approaches have been to iteratively arrive at an ap-
proximation [31], or to replace the approximate analysis
of a general queueing network with the exact analysis of
a Markovian queueing network [32), or to analyze the
general queueing network under some limiting conditions
t331.

The general procedure of QNA is to represent all the
arrival processes and service-time distributions within the
network of queues by two parameters, one to describe the
rate and one to describe the variability. The congestion at
each queueing station is then described as a function of

these parameters. Arbitrarily numbering the queueing sta-
tions in the networks of queues representation of the
packet network, the two parameters characterizing the
service times at queueing station ft are the mean service
time zp and the squared coefficient of variation c|. for
each arrival process, the two parameters used are associ-
ated with fitting a renewal process model to the arrival
process. For the external arrival process to queueing sta-
tion t (customers entering the network at station k), the
parameters are the external arrival rate \e1 and the squared
coefficient of variation of the external renewal interval
cfr1. For the overall arrival process to queueing station k
(including customers arriving at k from other queueing
stations), the parameters are the overall arrival rate of
customers \1 and the squared coefficient of variation of
the interarrival times cl1.

The paramet€rS 21, cr1, },or, c|r, trr, and cf,1,are collec-
tively solved for in the QNA approximation from input
information about different types of customers in the net-
work of queues, as discussed in Whitt Il8l . A customer
type has a specific route (sequence of queueing stations
visited) through the network of queues. Each type arrives
at the first queueing station on its route, according to a
process which is characterized by in, the arrival rate for
type q and tf,, the squared coefficient of variation of the
external renewal interval for type q. Each type q has a
specific service-time distribution at each queueing station
on its route, which is characterizedby ?qr, the mean ser-
vice time, and tf,oy the service-time squaied coefficient of
variation for type q at the /th queueing station on its route.

In the PNPA network of queues representation, a cus-
tomer type corresponds to a specific user-to-user traffic
flow over a particular virtual-call path through the packet
network. For example, there are two customer types in
the network of queues in Fig. 5(b) representing user-l-to-
user-3 traffic in the sample network in Fig. 5(a). The two
types represent the choice among two trunks over thc
transmission link between switches A and C. Similarly,
there are three customer types representing the user-l-to-
user-5 traffic, accounting for the three distinct min-hop
virtual-call paths connecting users I and 5, and 36 cus-
tomer types in all.

Note that the higher the number of nodes and links and
user-to-user paths in the packet network, the much higher
the number of queueing stations and customer types in the
resulting network-of-queues motiel. (The number of
queueing stations roughly grows cubically with the num-
ber of nodes and links.) For large packet networks of the
size considered by the PANDA model (on the order
of 100 users, 15 vendors, and 15 second-level packet
switches), it is therefore efficient and necessary to decom-
pose the analysis of the network of queues. Each section
of the decomposed network of queues is then analyzed
through separate, yet sequentially coordinated, applica-
tions of the QNA approximation.

2) High-Usage Link and Access Interface to Switch
Delays: The delay components for the network,s access
portion are evaluated by analyzing the section of the de-

L
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composed network of queues containing the queueing sta-

tionJ representing processing at the AI's, transmission be-

tween AI's, and transmission from AI's to switches' Fig'

5(c) shows this subnetwork of queues from the entire net-

work given in Fig. 5(b).
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Let the QNA customer types in the resulting subnet-
work of queues be arbitrarily numbered. The last queueing

station on each type's route is a T station, which repre-
sents either transmission over a high-usage link or trans-
mission over an access link from an AI to a switch. Con-
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user delays.
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sider type q, corresponding to the flow of traffic from AI
i to AI7 over the nth trunk of the high-usage link between
i and j. Suppose that this high-usage link is composed of
rn trunks of type 1L Since all virtual circuits between any
two network customers homed to AI i and AI j are evenly
set up over this high^-usage link, the arrival rate for QNA
customer type q is Xo : ltof, j)lm. The first queueing
station on type 4's route is the P station representing AI
i,-and so its service time is characterizedby iqr: A, and
t?a : VAAI(L)2. The second, and last, queu'"ing station
on types q's route is the Z station representing the nth
high-usage trunk between AI i and AI7 and is character-
izedby iqz : s(i, i l lBI and c2,n2: u,(i, i l l lnf,y.

The squared coefficient of variation for interarrival
times for q's route is assigned as e2o : uo1, il . I;(t, j).
This assignment corresponds to the assumption that the
variability of traffc arriving at each trunk on a high-usage
link is exactly as great as the variability of traffic collec-
tively arriving for transport over the link's entire group of
trunks. Such an assumption is not completely accurate.
However, if the squared coefficient of variation for inter-
arrival times of the high-usage link traffic is greater than
one (i.e., if packet arrivals are burstier than Poisson ar-
rivals, as may typically be the case), then this assumption
is a conservative one.

Now consider customer type q corresponding to the flow
of traffic from AI i to switch r over the nth trunk of the
access link from i to s. Suppose that this access link is
comprised of n trunks of type I/. The type q customers
represent one rnth of the superposition of all AI i to user
,/ traffic streams for which a path through the network ex-
ists via AI i and switch s. Therefore, f,n : Qlm) Elto
(i, j)(n(i, j, s)/n(i, j)) where the summation is over all
users j for which a path from i and j involves switch s and
where n(i, j) and n(i,j, s) denote, respectively, the num-
ber of paths between i and j and the number of paths be-
tween i and j via s. (Note thatj : i is included when AI's
do not have any switching capability.) As developed by
Albin [34], [35] and Section 4.3 of Whitt [18],

tion is the I station representing the nth access link trunk
from AI j to switch s, and so is characterized by

^  I  \ .  ^P( t ' i )
Tq2 : 

T-' A q m n(i ,  j ) BF

n(i, j, s)

and

^ )  [  t  - \ r ( i . j )
L c n l  -  

l - - f , - - - - - - - - - - -  U -JYL 
ll)rnGq)l' m n( i ,  j )

(Bb'
The parameter irz is derived from the appropriate aver-
aging of the sizes of all packets which arrive for transport
across the access link from AI i to switch s, while C!n, is
derived from the application of the fact that the second
moment of a mixture of distributions is the mixture of the
second moments.

Having determined the input parameters for the eNA
customer types, the congestion at each queueing station
is analyzed. The QNA approximate congestion measures
obtained are, for each station k, the mean waiting time
EWo, the probability of delay op, aod the squared coeffi-
cient ofvariation ofthe conditional delay (given delay > 0)

' czon. Equations (44), (48), and (50) of Wfiitt 1tA1 give rhe
specific derivations of EW1,, 01, &nd c|1, respectively.
These measures lead to three additional measures for sta-
tion ft: the mean conditional delay ED1, : EW1,lo1,, the
squared coefficient of variation of the waiting time ck :
Iqzor + | - o1,ll o1,, and the waiting time variance VW1, :
c'w ' @Wr)'. The squared coefficient of variation of an
interdeparture time from station k, t'oo, is also calculated
and is used in the PNPA algorithm to help characterize
the flow of traffic from the access portion into the back-
bone switching portion of the packet network.

3) Interswitch Delays: The delay components for the
backbone portion ofthe network are evaluated by analyz-
ing the section of the decomposed queueing network con-
taining the queueing stations representing processing at
the switches and transmission over interswitch links. Fig.
5(d) shows this subnetwork of queues from the entire net-
work given in Fig. 5(b) where three queueing stations have
been added in Fig. 5(d). These additional stations, de-
noted by X*, correspond to artificial holding buffers at
switch X for all traffic deliverable tb users homed to X. In
actuality, there is a separate buffer at X for each link from
X to a user. However, at this stage in the PNPA network
hierarchical decomposition, all of the packets in transport
from switch X to users homed to it are aggregated into
one tramc stream. Detailed analysis of the delay within
switch holding buffers for traffic deliverable to a particu-
lar AI or vendor is deferred until after this backbone anal-
ysis [see Section IV-84)], and the use of artificial
queueing stations here facilitates that analysis later.

The different QNA customer types in the backbone sub-
network correspond to the aggregate traffic flows between
all of the users homed to a particular switch and all of the

I[u,( i , . , r )  + s2( i , j )

] - '

etr - oZ n(i, j, s)l
.  - -  l * l - < , r

N U ,  ] )  Jm '  \ o

where co is the weiehtine function

t

f t + + f t - p i ) 2

; ; -  ;Xo( i ,  , r )  n( i ,  7 .  s)12- l - '  . l l - '' l l 2 l - - - - - - . - '  
, -  l l  - l l l

L l  l m  \ q  n Q , J )  )  )  l _ l

i -  [X xot i , . r )  .  s( i , l ), , q  I
r r ; ^ - - r -- r  

mBF |  \q
L

and the summations all as above.
The first queueing station on type q's route is the P

station representing processing at AI i, and so iqr : Lt
and t!4 : VAll(A1)'. The second and last queueing sta-

n(i, j, $]

" (a  ) '
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users homed to another switch. The first queueing station
on each type's route is a P station representing processing
at a backbone switch. The last queueing station is an ar-
tificial holding buffer at a backbone switch.

As was done in Section IV-B2), the superposition ap-
proximations are applied in modeling these aggregate
traffic flows. Consider customer type q corresponding to
the traffic flow from switch sr to switch J2 over the nth
trunk of the s1-to-s2 interswitch link. Suppose that this
interswitch link is comprised of ltt trunks of type 11. The
arrival rate for type q is Xn : Qlm) D\o(i, j) . (n(i, j,
s1, s2)ln(i,7)) where the summation is over all (i,7) pairs
for which customer type 4 includes i-to7 traffic. The vari-
ability parameter di is determined by ti : aD [( Xp(r, j )/
(nm ' \n)) ' n(!,i, s1, s2)ln(i,i) ' cii,l + 1 - or where

t
c r : l l  + 4 ( t _ p , , , r ) .

L

n(i, j)), the arrival variability parameter is

e 7 :  t E lO L

where

x;(r ,  i )  .  uo( i , l ) n(i, j, s))
' -  , -  l * l - c , rn u , l )  Jiq

, : [ t  i 4 ( r - p , ) 2

["t-# H#]'l-'-'ll-'

\p(t ,  i )  '  s( i ,  " l )
-

x q

n(i, j, sy s2)

n( i ,  j )

For this customer type, there are four queueing stations
along its route. The first and third are the P stations for
processing at switches s1 and s2. Their service times are
character izedby inr :  iq3: A5 and t2rqt :  t2r6: VLsl
(As)'. The second station is the Tstation representing the
nth s1-to-s2 interswitch trunk. Its service time parameters
are derived from the approximate mixing of the mean and
second moment of packet sizes over all the user i to user
j traffic streams included in the aggregate type q traffic
flow. Specifically,

and p, : in/A,. The two queueing stations along type q's
route are first, the P station at s and second, the artificial
buffer at s with service times characterized by ?o1 : A5,
t2,qt :  VAsl(A1)2, iqz = 0, and t2,n2 :  l .

From all of the above inputs for customer types, the
QNA approximate congestion measures obtained from
each queueing station /< include EW1r, VW1,, and c21a1r, the
mean, variance, and squared coefficient for the waiting
time; o1, the probability of delay; 8D1,, VD1,, and c'p1,, the
mean, variance, and squared coefficient of variation for
the conditional delay; and ENl and VN1, the mean and
variance for the number of customers present (including
any in service). For each queueing station k correspond-
ing to artificial buffers at the switches c'6,, the squared
coefficient of variation of interdeparture times is also ob-
tained. The c]1's are later used to help characterize the
flow of traffic from the network's interswitch portion out
to the access portion.

4) Switch to User Delays: The delay components cor-
responding to the transport of traffic from the backbone
switches to the individual AI's and vendors homed to them
are evaluated by analyzing the section of the decomposed
network of queues containing I stations from switches to
AI's and from switches to vendors. and P stations at the
AI's. Fig. 5(e) shows this subnetwork for the network in
Fig. 5(b).

Consider QNA customer type q in this subnetwork of
queues corresponding to the flow of traffic from switch s
to AI i over the nth trunk of the access link between s and
i. Suppose that this access link is comprised of m type H
trunks. Hence, \n:  ( l lm) E\p(. t ,  i )  '  (n( i ,  j ,  s) ln( i , i ) ) .
These type q customers are part of the traffic passing
through the artificial buffering station at s in the backbone
[Section IV-B3)] subnetwork. Let c)1,1,*., denote the pre-
viously QNA-determined squared coefficient of variation
of interdepartures from this artificial buffer and X11,*; the
overall arrival rate to the artificial buffer. The variability
parameter for ̂ type q customers here is taken to be ti :
(Xq/\r("-))  c"a*$*t  + n -  (Xn/Xq,-y)J.

This characterization follows from the approximation
that the departure process from queueing station k(s*) is
a renewal process and the fact that a renewal split by in-
dependent probabilities is again a renewal process.

The first queueing station on type q's route is the Tsta-
tion representing the nth trunk from switch s to AI i. Its
service time distribution has mean

1 \ .  lXp(t ,  / )  n( i ,  i ,  s1,  r r ) - l t - l - '  , l - l - '' l l " l ; r - f '  
, ( , r )  l l  

- , l l

and

in  [ \ -  x r ( i ,7 )  n ( i ,  j ,  s1 ,  s2)  |9 , r ,2 :  - ^BF l .  -T ;  ' s ( , ' " / , '  
"e )  l

^ I  \ -  xp( i , i )
t o z  -  

a  4' A q m n(i, i) w
and

^) [  t  \ .  Xp(i '  / )c iqz : t iX r%t r ' "  ^
n(i, j, s1, s2)

n(i ,  j )

.  [u , ( t ,  j )  +  s2( i ,  j ) ] l  
_  1

(Bb2 I 
'

The fourth station is the artificial holding buffer at switch
s1 and its service time parameters in4 and tla are set to 0
and l, respectively, which ensures that zero delay will be
assessed to the artificial queueing stations in this queueing
network analysis.

Similarly, consider customer type q corresponding to
the flow of traffic among users homed to the same switch
s. The customer arriva? rate is io : E\r(i, j)(n(i, j, s)l



^2 [ t 5, \r(,r, i) n(i, j, s)c s q t : l E ' "  
^  ; p i

[u"(7, i )  *
(BF)

)l-l -  1 .

The second, and last, queueing station on type q's route
is the P station for AI i, and so ?qz : At and tio2 : VAel
(A)2. (For customer type q corresponding to the flow of
traffic from switch s to vendor i over the nth trunk of the
access link, there is only one queueing station on the
route, namely, the corresponding Z station.)

5) User-to-User Delay Distibutions: A distribution
Fpttltl of l-to-j packet transport time over a particular path
p is now constructed, for all users i andT and paths con-
necting them, from the individual delay components ana-
lyzed in Sections IV-82)-IV-B4). The mean and variance
i-to-7 packet transport time along p and the mean and
variance of this transport time conditioned on its exceed-
ing the sum of the mean PT and TD components along p
are first calculated from the various queueing station per-
formance measures previously determined. Then Ffi(r) is
constructed so as to match these four l-to-j delay charac-
teristics. We discuss below this procedure for users con-
nected by a two-switch path. Cases for users connected
by a high-usage link path or one-switch path are similarly
handled; those cases just involve fewer individual delay
components along the paths.

Two-Switch Paths: Consider users l'and7 connected
by path p involving two packet switches s1 and s2, with
user i homed to s1 and user,/ homed to s2. In this case, the
total packet tmnsport time for l-to-j is the sum of pD and
PT at AI r', QD and TD for the i-to-s, access link, PD and
PT at s1, QD and TD for the s1-to-s2 interswitch link, pD
and PT ot J2, ond QD and TD for the s2-to1 access link.
The mean l-to-j packet transport time along p is therefore

ETf,u,(i, i) : I aA + EWi + EWi,,. +#l l{ i isannr)
L "  

r  ' r '  
B F n . t

*  s ( i , . i )
*  

Bd '  
l11 isavN)  +  2A,  +  EW,

+ EW,$2 * {# + EW,2 + EW,2j
D R -

+ [a, + EW, * '9'{)] . r
L  

"  '  " " i  '  
B F T )  

' r { ; i s a n A [ )

.  s(i ,  i)
*  - l _ ; '  l l T i s a v N )  ( 4 . 1 )

where I 1 1 is the indicator function and where Ilr,
Hy, And H, are, respectively, the type of trunks connecting
AI's to switches, vendors to switches, and between
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^ I - \o(/, i ) n(i, j, s) s("1, i),rt : 
E" * ,4n 

-ET

and variability parameter

switches. The terms EW; and EW, in (4. I ) denote the mean
waiting times as calculated in Section IV-B2) for the P
stations representing AI's i and7, and EWs and EWr2, the
mean waiting times for the P stations representing
switches s1 and s2 [Section IV-B3)]. Thus, EW;, EW,,
EWs, and EWr2 are the four mean PD components along
p. The terms EW,ry, EWsr2, and EWr2, denote the mean
waiting times for the Z stations representing one of the
trunks on the i-to-s, access link, s1-to-s2 interswitch link,
and s2-toj access link, respectively, as calculated through
the analysis of Sections IV-82)-IV-B4). These three terms
are the mean QD components alongp. The mean pT com-
ponents are given by the A7 and A5 terms, and the mean
TD components along p are given by the s(i,7)-divided-
by-Bp terms. Note that we use the ratios of i-to-j mean
packet size and transport speeds as the mean TD terms
instead of the global mean TD figures for d-to-s1, 11-to-s2,
and s2-to-j as averaged over all the packet sizes carried by
those links. In adopting this approach, we have adjusted
the previously determined queueing station equilibrium
performance measures to reflect the specific characteris-
tics of i-to-j traffic.

The variance of l-to-j packet transport time along p is
approximated by

vr lk ( i , i ) :  l vaA+ t /w i+  vwis ,++:+ l  l { i i saner }
r  "  ( B F \ t

. 
H&' 

llir,uvN) + zvas + vw,

wr,r, i
u,(i, j)

cFf
+ l/Wj +

S,Q, i

* l v t ^
L '

+ vws2 + vwszj

u,(t, j)'l
@wl

(4.2)

where VWi, VWr, Wr, and VW, are the variances of
waiting times at the appropriate P stations, and VWi,,,
Wr,r, and VWrrj are the waiting time variances at the
appropriate ?n stations. These then are the variances of the
PD and QD components along p. The variances of the TD
components are the u,(i, 7)-divirled-by-(Bp)2 terms in
(4 .2 ) .

The sum of the mean PT and TD components along p
is

1 , u,(t, j)
r { i i sanA I }  -  

< rg  
r l j i savN}

[o, 
* 

'+t] 
[l{iisavN; * l1;i,uvNyJ

s(i. i)
* W * [ l 1 ; i , u v n ;  - r

r- ) A^ * s(i' 't)
BH' ,

I  {7isavN1l

(4.3)
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and the probability that the i-to-j packet transport time
exceeds (4.3) is approximated by EPil - I - (1 - ot
l l , i runnr ; )  '  ( l  -  o ; r '  l l i isaner lXl  -  or ' )  '  ( l  -  or , r r ) (1
- o,r)(l - orzj) '  ( l - o; l1;i.uner1) where oi, oi, ost,

and os2 are the probabilities of delay at the P stations rep-

resenting AI's i andT and switches J1 and s2. The terms

ois' osrsz, and oru are the probabilities of delay at the I

stations representing the i-to-s1, J1-to-J2, and sr-to-7 l inks.

The mean and variance of i-to-i packet transport time

along p conditioned on its exceeding (4.3) are thus ap-

proximated by

information concerning performance bottlenecks is then
used to update the equipment derating factors used by the
OPND module.

a) Retansmissions: The actual load (in packets)
carried by each AI, switch, and transmission link in the
network includes those packets to be transported as a re-
sult of the retransmission of a message. As discussed in
Section II-D, the PNPA algorithm considers message re-
transmission conducted on an edge-to-edge basis which is
due to errors in transmission over network links or exces-
sive delay in transport. In order to analyze the effects of
retransmissions on the network's message transport time
performance measures, the PNPA algorithm augments the
equilibrium analysis of Section IV-B. The steps involved
are to evaluate the percentage of traffic that is retransmit-
ted from user i to userj, to update the carried load from
i to ,l to include the added load induced by this retrans-
mitted traffic, and to adjust the F;(t) packet transport time
distribution accordingly for every pair of users I andi.

In the absence of transmission errors across the net-
work, any retransmission of a message for an originating
customer of service class c is due to the expiration of the
time-out threshold [. The end-to-end message transport
time distribution F,7.(/) evaluated at the time-out threshold
gives an indication of whether the i-to-j message transport
time remains within the threshold when the packet net-
work is loaded at the original offered traffic levels. There-
fore, Pr.,(i, 7, c), the proportion of messages sent from i
to j by the customer class c which are retransmitted, is
first broadly estimated by P,",(r, i, c) : | - Fij,(T,).

To account for transmission errors, we determine the
probability P,u(i, j , c) of a transmission error anywhere in
transport for an l-to1 message originated by a class c cus-
tomer. This P.,,(i, "1, c) is the average of the probabilities
of a transmission error over all paths connecting user i and
user jr. The probability of a transmission elror over a spe-
cific path p, Pl,(i,j, c), is one minus the probability that
there is no error along each of the transmission links on
the path. For the access loop, the probability of no trans-
mission error for a class c message is simply computed as

4. : (1 - u,)z'' where u. is the loop's BER and Z,islhe
mean class c message size. For each network link L com-
prised of type FItrunks, the probability of no error in the
iransmission of one packet over I is 4r : (l - urr;'ti ' j).
In computing 4,. and 41, it is assumed that: l) bit errors
on any link are i.i.d. with the probability of any one bit
being in error equal to that link's BER, and 2) a trans-
mitted message or packet is considered to be in error if
any one bit of the message or packet is in error. These
assumptions warrant further attention. If instead of the
first assumption, the occulrence of bit errors over individ-
ual network links are correlated in a dependent fashion,
then calculations of 4. and 41 based on bursty error models
should be used. (Such bursty error models typically result
in higher values for q" and 4r.) For some packet network
applications such as in packetized voice communications,
the second assumption may also be too rigid, in which
case 4c and qy should be corrected to allow for some
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The distribution Fe;;(l) is now chosen to have an atom
at (4.3) and a density above (4.3) which matches ETf,r,(i,

i), VTpetr{i,j), and (4.3)-(4.5) above. The PNPA algo-

rithm uses a hyperexponential density with balanced
means (see (55) in tl6l) if the squared coefficient of^vari-
ation of the conditional i-to7 packet transport time Zi [the
quantity in (4.5) divided by the square of the quantity in
(4.4)l is greater than one. If 0.99 ' eii ' 1, then an
exponential density with mean equal to (4.1) is used; if
0.5 < etr < 0.99, then a convolution of two exponential
distributions is used; and it7f, < 0.5, then an Erlang dis-
tribution with shape parameter 2 and scale parameter equal
to two times the reciprocal of (4.1) is used.

Network Delay Distribution' As a result of the net-
work routing rules, the distribution F,7 (l) of network delay
from user i to user to determined by the average F,i(t) :

E Ffi(t)ln(i,j) where the summation is over all the n(i' i)
i-to7 paths. We use ETokt(i,7) and VTput(i,7) to denote
the mean and variance df Ft(r). Since the distribution of
message transport time from i to userT for an originating
customer of service class c is determined by Fa.(/) : Fti(t
- AT.), its mean and variance are AT" * ETpn(i,j), and
VTokt(i,7), respectively. These are checked against the
message transport time requirements 6. and 7.. In identi-
fying performance bottlenecks, the various individual de-
lay component performance measures are of interest as
the mean utilizations of the network's AI's, switches, and
transmission links. The utilization figures are the traffic
intensities p, calculated for each queueing station during
the various queueing network analyses. All of the PNPA
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threshold number of errored bits within a packet or a mes-
sage.

Relevant link BER's for present packet networks are no
larger than l0-3 and are typically on the order of lO-s or
10-6. The size ofpackets ii usually greater than 100 bits,
sometimes as large as 2048 bits, and the size of messages
is even greater. Therefore, in the numerical computation
of 4" and Iu we use the exponential approximation e-n!
for (l - y)" so as to minimize computational effort and
errors. We have found that for the relevant ranges of BER,
packet size, and message size, this approximation retains
accuracy to at least the fourth decimal place.

The probability of a transmission error in the transport
of a customer class c message from i to j over path p is
then P! r . ( i ,  i ,  c ) :  |  -  n , 'nL : tnz /ks( i ' i )  where  Lr ,  L2 ,
' ' ' , Lt are the network transmission links along p. Given
PP"*(i, j, c) for every i-to-j path p, the overall transmission
error rate is P".(i, j, c) : D PE Q, j, c)ln(i,7) where the
summation is over all the i-to-j paths. Our estimation of
P,"r(i, j, c) is thus extended to P.",(i, j, c) : | - Fii,(T,)
l l  -  P . , ( i ,  j ,  c )1 .

Having evaluated P,.r(i, j, c) for all users i andT and all
customer classes c, the PNPA algorithm updates the equi-
librium transport time analysis to reflect the added load in
packets on the network induced by retransmitted traffic.
This is accomplished by increasing the point-to-point
packet throughput levels \(i, j) to include retransmitted
traffic, and then reassessing the packet transport time dis-
tributions by returning to the analyses found in Sections
IV-82)-IV-B5). In particular, we increase \e(i, j) to {(i,
7) :  \o( i ,  j )  t l  + D,0,P,, t( i ,  j ,  c) l .Summing overal l
user-to-user pairs, the quantity O defined by O : E; E;
[ \p( i , i )  D"0,Pr"t( i , i ,  c)) lD; Dj U(r,  j )  gives a total  mea-
sure of the proportion of network carried traffic which is
retransmitted traffic.

Each repetition of the above retransmission/transport
time analysis only macroscopically approximates the ef-
fects of retransmissions on network performance. This is
because all of the end-to-end analyses presented in this
paper deal with an equilibrium characterization of perfor-
mance and do not incorporate consideration of the de-
tailed, dynamic mechanisms implemented by flow control
schemes. However, this limited iterative analysis should
be sufficient for packet network design purposes since flow
control schemes do not generally permit traffic to be re-
transmitted indefinitely. We suggest carrying out two
cycles of transmission/transport time analysis. An indi-
cation of substantial retransmitted traffic on either the first
or second iteration (e.9., O = 0.3) can be interpreted as
evidence that the network is too heavily loaded. In such
a case, it is appropriate to stimulate the OPND module of
the PANDA methodology to reconfigure the packet net-
work even if all of the network performance requirements
had been satisfied.

V. CoNcr-uon{c Revenxs
We have described realistic models and practical solu-

tion procedures for the design and performance analysis

ofbackbone packet switching networks. These have been
incorporated into a software package by the authors (while
members of AT&T Bell Laboratories) which is currently
being used by various organizations within AT&T Bell
Laboratories, AT&T Information Systems, AT&T Tech-
nologies, and Bell Communications Research to investi-
gate issues in the design and performance of packet net-
works. The OPND and PNPA modules, described in
Sections III and IV, have been found to be very efficient;
a problem with seven switches, nine vendors, and 52 AI's
requires less than I min of CPU time on an IBM/Amdahl
computer. One design and performance analysis of a net-
work involving l5 packet switches generally requires less
than 3 min.

Software simulations of small networks and lab mea-
surements have been used to initially validate the pNpA
delay analysis and to fine tune PNPA parameters. For cer-
tain nonpriority switching technologies, the results have
been encouraging with respect to accuracy suitable for en-
gineering purposes. We have not found it possible, how-
ever, to efficiently capture in simulations the network ef-
fects on performance for networks with greater than three
switches and for which protocol details, such as retrans-
mission mechanisms, are incorporated. Therefore, what
is needed is direct comparison of PNPA results against
end-to-end performance measurements from actual packet
networks applications as these measurements become
available.

AppeNrorx
Suvpreny or Nornrron

Technology Parameters

C7 : total number of virtual circuits simultaneously
suppotable by an access interface.

c s :

C F :

B F :

A e =

total number of virtual circuits simultaneously
supportable by a switch.
total number of virtual circuits simultaneously
supportable by one transmission facility of the
Ilth type.
transport speed (in bits per second) for one
transmission facility of the llth type.
mean processing time (in seconds) for an access
interface.

VA,n : variance of the processing time for an access
interface.

As : rn€on processing time (in seconds) for a switch.
VAs : variance of the processing time for a switch.

ua : BER for one transmission facility of the flth
type.
mean number of call attempts per second sup-
portable by an NPU of type F1.
mean number of call attempts per second sup-
portable by a switch.
mean number of packets per second supportable
by an NPU of type F1.

P5 : mean number of packets per second supportable
bv a switch.

A T :

A S :

D H _
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Rf : totul number of trunks supportable by an NPU
of type F1.

Ns : total number of NPU's supponable by a switch.
G.e : fixed cost for an access interface.
Fs : fixed cost for a switch.

GF : fixed cost for an AI NPU of type F1.
FF : fixed cost for a switch NPU of type H.
Ff : cost per mile for a trunk of type F1.
O; : homing option for user i, i.e., "one" means

home to one switch, "all" means home to all
switches. "subset" means home to anv subset
of switches.

User i-to-User j Traffic
A.(i, "/) = mean arrival rate of requests for call

setup from i to7 (in calls per sound).
p;t(i, j) : mean holding time of calls setup from

i to j.
\p(i,i) : mean arrival rate of packets for trans-

port from i to7 (in packets per second).
uo(i, i) : variance of interarrival times of pack-

ets for transport from i to j.
s(i, /) : mean size of packets in transport from

i to j (in bits).
u,(i, j) : variance of size of packets in transport

from i to j.
S(t, j) : mean size of messages in transport

from i to7 (in packets per message).
VsG, j) : variance of size of messages in trans-

port from i to./.
n(i, j) : total number of least resistance paths

between i and j.
n(i, j, s): number of least resistance paths via

switch s between i and j.
n(i, j, s1, s2) : number of least resistance paths via

switches s1 and s2 between i and j.

Network Utilization

UoG, s) : mean number of packets per second in the
direction from user i to switch s; Ur(s, i )
represents the traffic in the other direc-
tion.

Uo(sr, sz) : mean number of packets per second in the
direction from switch s1 to s2.

Ur(s) : mean number of packets per second at
switch s.

U/i, s) : mean number of call attempts per second
in the direction from user i to switch s.

Un(st, sz) : mean number of call attempts per second
in the direction from switch s; to s2.

UeG) : mean number of call attempts per second
at switch s.

Network Design

Z" = users clustered to the switch s.
^S : number of switches.

Nf; : number of NPU's of type F/ at switch s.
R;" : [urlber of trunks between user i and switch s.

R,,", : number of trunks between switch sr and switch
5 2 .

H1 : type of trunk used for access interfaces to
switches.

Hu: type of trunk used between vendors and
switches.

Hs : type of trunk used between switches.

Design Parameters

fns

fx,
frs

: derating factor for switch call attempts per sec-
ond capacity.

: derating factor for NPU call attempts per second
capacity of l/th type.

: derating factor for switch packet per second ca-
pacity.

fFu : derating factor for NPU packet per second ca-
pacity of the llth type.

f#s : derating factor for switch capacity in number of
NPU's .

fFN : derating factor for NPU capacity in number of
trunks of the f/th type.

fE* : derating factor for transport speed for one trans-
mission facility of the I/th type.

f\n : derating factor for number of virtual circuits
simultaneously supportable by one transmission
facility of type 11.

Network Customer Service Classes

2. : access speed (in bits per second) for a customer
of the cth customer service class.

u" : BER for access loop of the cth customer service
class.

Z, : mean size of messages for the cth customer ser-
vice class (in bits per message).

4 : time-out threshold in message transport time for
the cth customer service class.

O. : proportion of total network customers belonging
to the cth customer service class.

0 : network (mean) blocking requirement for all end-
to-end pairs.

6" : mean message transport time requirement be-
tween all end-to-end pairs for the cth customer
service class.

7. : variance of message transport time requirement
between all end-to-end pairs for the cth customer
service class.

Blocking Performance Measure s
b(i, j) : end-to-end blocking

level between users
i  and j .

' , Lr) : end-to-end blocking
between users i and
jr over the path p in-
volving processing
nodes N1 , , Nn
and transmission
l i n k s L 1 ,  " ' , L r .

b l i ( N r , . . . , N n , L 1 ,
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Transport Time P e rformance M easure s
F,i,(t) : probability distribution of message trans-

port time from user i to userT for an orig-
inating customer of service class c.

F,i(t) : probability distribution of packet trans-
port time from user i to user7.

FliG) : probability distribution of packet trans-
port time from user i to userT over a par-
ticular path p.

ETputQ,j) : mean packet transport time ,-to7.
VTrxt(i, i) : variance of packet transport times i-to-j.
ET$n(i,j) : mean packet transport time l-to7 over

Path P.
Wf,urG,7) : variance of packet transport times l-to-j

over path p.

Retransmission Pe rformance Measures

P,,,(i, j, c) : probability that a message from user i to
user j for an originating customer of ser-
vice class c is retransmitted.

P,,,(i, j, c) : probability of a transmission error any-
where in transport for an f-to-7 message
originated by a class c customer.

Pp"*(i, j, c) : probability of a transmission error any-
where in transport over a particular path
p for an i-to7 message originated by a
class c customer.

O : proportion of total network carried traffic
which is retransmitted traffic.
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